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But... Uniswap!
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Why does the world need OpenDEX?

Existing DEX are likely not the future.

• most are not very decentralized and likely to be regulated

• order book DEXes suffer from low liquidity

• AMM DEXes (like UniSwap) are likely to suffer from
"impermanent loss" in the future

• Almost all DEXes are built on Ethereum -> needs custodial
synthetic assets like WBTC

• Almost all DEXes are on-chain -> slow + only very large trades
are economical because of miner fees
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How is OpenDEX different?

• Decentralized. Including order book. No place to be regulated.

• No impermanent loss, no AMM-related issues.

• Native assets. Trades are truly cross-chain (BTC, LTC, ETH).

• Speed. Settlement on L2 via Lightning & Connext Networks.

• Liquidity. Bootstrapped from large CEXes like Binance with a
built-in financial incentive.
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Market Makers.

Unlike CEX, where Market Makers are typically paid by the Exchange
or Token issuer, OpenDEX was designed with a built-in revenue model
for market makers: Arbitrage.



Arbitrage?

● OpenDEX needs decent liquidity to function, like every market

● Most of the current liquidity sits on CEXes, like Binance

● Market Makers “transfer” liquidity from Binance into OpenDEX

● Built-in incentive for Market Makers to do their thing:

Arbitrage between Binance & OpenDEX

In simple words: “Issue order on OpenDEX with a markup. When
filled, turn around and do the counter-trade for a better price on
Binance.”



How does it work?

Market makers use xud, the OpenDEX reference implementation and
arby to connect xud to e.g. Binance

Binance xud

xud
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OpenDEXNetwork"arby"



How does it work?

Locking in profits with every trade

Binance xud

xud

xud

xud

OpenDEXNetwork"arby"

Sell 1 BTC for 10000 USDT
Buy 1 BTC for 9900 USDT



This is real.

Binance | OpenDEX

~3% profit with each trade

Market Maker Setup currently requires basic CLI
knowledge. Here the guide by Exchange Union.



Demand: Who are the takers?

● Next generation exchanges: account-free, atomic swap exchanges

● End-users of these exchanges are retail traders with a smartphone
/ PC; anyone with the need to easily swap asset a against asset b.

These new kind of exchanges are the main gateway for end-users to
access OpenDEX.



Demand: Who are the takers?
boltz.exchange is such an exchange operating 1 year+. It is the
first exchange integrating OpenDEX to source liquidity.



Ecosystem Overview

Binance xud
(Exchanges asTaker)

OpenDEXNetworkarby
xud
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Who benefits?
● Exchange operator: open, unstoppable access to liquidity, hedge
end-user trades via OpenDEX and provide quotes to end-users just
like coinbase/shapeshift. But without the KYC & sign-up part.

● Market Makers: making a profit through arbitrage between CEX and
OpenDEX.

● End-user: Exchanges are compatible with existing wallets on the
market, offer great UX. No account, no KYC, no personal data.

● Exchange Union & other operators in OpenDEX benefit by selling
services to Market Makers and exchange operators. Mainly channel
management, liquidity management and technical consulting
services.



Who is who
● OpenDEX Network: the network. The technology. The protocol.
Community, not a company. Belongs to everyone.

Compare: the Lightning Network

● xud: the Exchange Union Daemon, the first implementation of the
OpenDEX protocol. A product for Market Makers.

Compare: lnd

● Exchange Union: the company behind xud. Offering services for-
profit to different stake holders in the OpenDEX network.

Compare: Lightning Labs

● Boltz: first exchange sourcing liquidity from OpenDEX



Status
● OpenDEX Protocol stable, xud implementation is stable

Released today: XUD Explorer

A Desktop App UI to dramatically increase UX for Market Makers.



DEMO



Next Call: Roadmap

What we plan to ship in the next 3 months


